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 It is this trickling return of normalcy that inspired the theme behind Issue No.6: The Joy of Recovery. Those
two words have been sorely missing from the public vernacular over the last eighteen months, so we invited
poets from six cities to reflect on how they define joy and recovery at a time that seems equidistant from the
despair of the pandemic and the hope for a brighter and more purposeful future in the arts. The result of
this invitation is smART Magazine’s first poetry collection. 
 

“Is this the joy of recovery? Violent as a sparkler,
I forget the burning. Instead, look at how I dance tonight.

The sparkles. How could I have known
I would know the disbelief of seeing

people, many people,
brushing elbows. With faces. Standing together

at the crosswalk. And be relieved.” 
From “They do it With Their Wings,” by Claire Champommier

We found this joy radiating from the work of Bree Stallings, a leading figure in Charlotte’s tight-knit
artistic community, and found the spirit recovery in the healing self-portraits of Toronto artist Quinn
Rockliff. In New York, a new start for opera conductor Constantine Orbelian brings something to smile
about, and a pair of artists speak excitedly about their new role at a coveted artist-hub. In San Francisco,
two IVG Artists-in-Residence stop by to reflect on what their first post-pandemic gig means to them,
and one of the most celebrated publicists in Los Angeles explains how his company was able to scale-up
the marketing of the IVG exhibit mid-pandemic. 
 
For some of us, recovery is still more a question than a statement, and Issue No.6 creates space to explore
the complexities of the new normal. In Toronto, smART correspondent, Augusta Monet, pens a
thoughtful essay on how their own personal transformation can be a mirror for post-pandemic growth
in general. Iraqi-Canadian filmmaker, Maytham Jbara, discusses his new film and redefining the stories
told about his native Baghdad. We also reflect on a moment of reckoning with the plight of the
Indigenous peoples of Canada, and celebrate the life of Indigeonous artist Floyd Kuptana. 

Issue No.6 is a virtual tour through the cities currently flying the Immersive Van Gogh flag, narrated by the
artists and administrators that make each city’s artistic-climate unique. I invite you to begin this journey
in Toronto—where it all started—in conversation with the Co-Producer of the exhibit, Corey Ross. 

Michael Zarathus-Cook 
Chief Editor and Visual Designer
May 2021

The excitement continues as the Immersive Van Gogh Exhibit opens in
Charlotte, the New York exhibit adds another month of accolades, and Los
Angeles approaches a much-anticipated opening at the Amoeba Music
venue. Here in Toronto, life is returning to normal as the vaccination count
rises with the temperature and the exhibit doors are set to open again on
July 28th. Across North America, there is a burgeoning in the arts that feels
like it’s here to stay. While caution might prevent us from declaring that the
pandemic is over, a sufficient amount of caution allows us to put the worst
of the lockdown in the rearview. 

From the Editor
smART Magazine | Letter from the Editor 
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 "I didn't get here by not being ambitious! But
there has been a set of circumstances that

have driven us to push further, faster than we
ever would have otherwise."

Meet the Team:
Producer Corey Ross

by Tash Cowley
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Corey Ross
by Kalya Ramu

| smART Exclusive 

Toronto 



The once tentative tiptoe towards the re-
emergence of the arts is gaining speed, and
Immersive Van Gogh Exhibit Co-Producer, Corey
Ross, has been at the forefront of the race to
return. As founder of Starvox Entertainment and
co-founder of Lighthouse Immersive, Corey
strives to reinvent theatre, art, magic, music and
the performing arts in ways never before seen.
Navigating the wild waters of the entertainment
world, he has found freedom and fun in blurring
the lines between performer and patron to
present something truly unique. When the
pandemic storm pressed in, that wide ocean of
possibility became turbulent and unpredictable,
forcing entertainment companies across the
globe to moor up and take stock of what was
possible and where they stood. 
 
What was available in abundance was time, and
the Lighthouse Immersive team used theirs
wisely, strategizing and honing in on the few
projects that could still be launched. In
conversation with smART Magazine, Corey
describes how Starvox and Lighthouse
Immersive weathered the changes in
circumstance to make Immersive Van Gogh
even greater than they had thought possible. He
talks about the myriad events and challenges on
the road to success, which ultimately contributed
to the exhibit’s reinvention and perpetual
improvement. Corey stresses the importance of
strong, open communication with the creative
team, respecting and enhancing the significance
of each location, adding new levels of
craftsmanship via David Korins, and just what
makes IVG stand out in a crowded market of
various Van Goghs. 

When you started on IVG, did you foresee it
getting this big? How has the success of the

exhibit surprised you personally?

I think this has absolutely exceeded what we’d
dreamed of. I mean, I didn't get here by not being
ambitious! But there have been a set of
circumstances that have driven us to push
further, and faster than we ever would have
otherwise, and maybe we're lucky that those
circumstances presented themselves. One of
these was COVID, which allowed us to shift focus
away from our other live theatrical events. My
entire team was able to focus strictly on the
Immersive show because it was the only kind of
show that we could put on.

Other things have happened along the way that
drove it forward; for example, we met partners
who helped us roll out in the U.S., and we
received funding from the Canadian
government.

Because it’s the only thing that was working, we've
had several parties attempting to knock off what
we're doing. So, we've had competitors, and those
competitors forced us to make a choice; do we
want them to get into all these cities, or do we
want to get there first? Maybe it's my competitive
nature, but I chose all the cities that I thought were
good bets, and we moved quickly to put the
shows on sale. It was a high level of “blitz-scaling”,
as I call it. 

We never anticipated that our focus would be
exclusively on this, that we would have the great
partners that we have in the different cities, like
Maria Shclover, Irina Shabshis and the rest of the
Lighthouse troop. But moreover, we certainly
never anticipated that we would wake up one
morning and find some guy down in Florida
advertising with our graphics for his own exhibit!

smART Exclusive | Corey Ross 
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The competition forced us to up our game,
which is why David Korins has joined us to
design the physical spaces that we're projecting
into. Now, it's not only Massimiliano's art; we
have started reflecting on the physical space of
the exhibit too. It has increased our investment,
but it has also increased what the public gets to
see when they come into these shows.

What's interesting to me about all the
competitors is that none of them really speak to
their artistic team. Everybody knows that we
have the guy that made this movement in
Europe what it is, and now we also have the guy
that designed Hamilton. And, of course, we have
the same guy that everyone else has – Mr. Van
Gogh. At the end of the day, this is an artistic
endeavor and so it's really about how these three
artists (Massimiliano, Korins, and Van Gogh)
refract off each other, and what that creates. I
think that's the reason why we have the most
interesting project.
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smART Exclusive | Corey Ross 

The core of this really goes back to Massimiliano
and his work in Europe because the copycat
shows started from there. They already existed
in the market, and we were aware of them at a
certain level before we jumped into North
America, but there were none in the North
American market and we couldn't anticipate
what would occur after we started our business.
So why is this possible? It’s possible because Van
Gogh's been dead for 130 years and his works
are public domain, so there's no copyright on his
works or on the concept. The idea of using a
projector to display a piece of Van Gogh’s art on
the wall is not something that's easily protected.

However, there is copyright on the way in which
Massimiliano executes this concept, and
certainly on our images of Massimiliano's work,
so we immediately got the party that was using
our images to cease. When asked what we have
that sets us apart, we can say we have the best
guy in the world doing this show. We haven't
seen a single competitor who, in our own
opinion and from a qualitative perspective,
comes anywhere near what we're doing. 

We also have a very different approach to our
installations because most of what we're rolling
out is permanent. We're not doing pop-ups, so
it's very expensive for us but it also delivers a
higher quality experience for the customers
because we are investing in the venues.

Speaking of these “Immersive” Van
Gogh exhibits that seem to be

copying IVG—how is IVG
maintaining its creative ownership

of the concept?

Or that the day after we announced New York,
someone else would announce New York, and
that all of a sudden there would be an explosion
of people running to put on some version of
what we do. All of this really is part of what
drove the growth to be this fast.

"When asked what we have that
sets us apart, we can say we have

the best guy in the world doing this
show. We haven't seen a single

competitor who, in our own
opinion and from a qualitative

perspective, comes anywhere near
what we're doing."
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In terms of the order of events, the Massimiliano-
Lombardi team was already established when we
came to New York. They had created the core
elements of Immersive Van Gogh, which are the
same core elements in every city. So, after that
point, it became about the localization of the
exhibit, which is typically an adaptation to the
architecture of the building. It also becomes about
figuring out how we become rooted locally in
some form in every city we go to, which is
typically something we have brought to the table.

Bringing in David Korins as our Creative Director,
the guy who designed the sets for several
Broadway hits, is a very New York thing to do.
That was a creative way of localizing this exhibit to
New York and, additionally, it meant that the
Creative Director was physically present in New
York. Finally, we weren't solely dealing with artists
who were stuck in Italy and trying to do
everything by Zoom. So that was a really good
thing; around the site, he could say, “Let's move
this thing 10 feet to the right, let’s throw that out,
that didn't work, this idea worked.” And that's been
wonderful. Meanwhile we still have the same
challenge that we've had on every one of the
exhibits, which is that the Italian team, two-thirds
of our creative team, were not able to come. They
are dealing with us over Zoom, which is always a
challenge.

There are tons I haven't done yet! It's been a while
since I was in the concert business, and I've never
done anything in sports entertainment. I was
eyeing a Mexican wrestling project for a while
that looked like great fun. I really like to chase
new ideas, I like to try different things and that's
part of what drives me as a Producer. 

I’ve historically tried my hand at anything that I
think looks interesting and that would be exciting
for myself, for the team and for the public to
experience. I think we will continue to look at the
genre of Immersive Experience for a while
longer, because I feel it has several more
directions in which it can grow, and I find it an
interesting world to explore. But I'm also not
about to give up on some of the gems that we've
had over the years in the theater business. 

Are there any genres of entertainment
that you haven’t yet explored that you

are interested in?

smART Exclusive | Corey Ross 

The NYC Exhibit has been a real
meeting of minds, in what order were
the different aspects developed, and
what were some of the challenges of

collaborating creatively during a
pandemic?
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"At the end of the day,
this is an artistic
endeavor and so it's
really about how these
three artists
(Massimiliano, Korins
and Van Gogh) refract
off of each other, and
what that creates."
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smART Exclusive | Corey Ross

Artistically and in terms of execution, each
exhibit is an individual project. There's certainly
been a lot of learning on the marketing side of
things, having done as much as we've done for
Van Gogh. It has allowed us to learn about where
to market, how to market and how to use
Facebook in a new way. We've gone from being a
group that maybe spends $5000 a month on
Facebook to a group that spends a million on
Facebook! So there have been a lot of marketing
lessons along the way that will certainly be rolled
out across all our shows, and the team's gotten
better and stronger at ticketing too. That’s the
business side. The other side is learning about
where the public meets the art, which is the thing
that's always fascinated me and driven me as a
Producer; that moment when the public finally
sees what you've prepared for them, and you see
their reaction. 

There is a very special meeting that's happening
right now between the public and the arts as
people come out of COVID. It has a different
gravitas and a different meaning for people, to
come out and finally be able to begin to do things.
To be the Producer that instigates that, being the
midwife or doula of it all, that’s really rewarding
and interesting.

As for Illusionarium—the poor show that we've
never been able to open but we just keep working
on—the bottom line is that I think we have a
show that's been fascinating with regards to how
it's developed. With an extra six months of
having nothing to do but develop it, it's just gotten
better and better, and we're going to finally open
it at the end of July.

How do you plan on replicating
what you’ve learned with IVG in

future exhibits?

"There is a very
special meeting that's
happening right now

between the public
and the arts as people

come out of COVID.
It has a different

gravitas and a
different meaning for

people, to come out
and finally be able to

begin to do things".

I hope that the public embraces it; when you've
been waiting and looking forward to something,
and then you get to look forward to it for an extra
seven months because of Toronto’s lockdown
policies... let’s say I certainly hope that the public is
as excited about it as I am! 

We've added more and more magic into the
show, including an entire extra room where you
can see Houdini’s great escape closer than ever
before. We've taken full advantage of seven
months of lockdown, and I hope that people are
looking forward to it.



“It’s about blending big, bold
international ideas with

wonderful, exciting ideas from our
local artists, and interweaving

them in a really meaningful way.”

Blumenthal Arts:
CEO Tom Gabbard

by John Nyman

Tom Gabbard
by Jeremy Lewis

smART | Feature 

Charlotte, N.C.
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Tom Gabbard is no stranger to theatre: as CEO of Blumenthal Performing Arts,
he presents the largest annual season of Broadway productions in Charlotte,
along with works by 16 local theatre companies across six different venues. But
what about Blumenthal’s new co-production of the uniquely immersive, cutting-
edge engagement offered by the Immersive Van Gogh Exhibit?

According to Gabbard, IVG Charlotte “represents a next step in how we approach
the theatre. It gets audiences up out of their seats, from having a passive
experience to a much more active one.” Combining European-style digital art, a
historic venue seemingly tailor-made for both Charlotte and Van Gogh, and a
comfortable way to return to the arts after COVID, “it feels like a next chapter for
those of us who work in the theatre business.”

For Blumenthal specifically, partnering with Lighthouse Immersive to bring IVG
to Charlotte fulfills an ongoing commitment to attract global talent while also
honouring local culture. “It’s about blending big, bold international ideas with
wonderful, exciting ideas from our local artists, and interweaving them in a really
meaningful way. Sometimes that convergence of international and local can be
problematic, because it isn’t done respectfully or authentically. But I think we’ve
learned to really embrace both.”

In this vein, IVG is modeled on Blumenthal’s three-year presentation of the
London hip hop festival Breakin’ Convention in Charlotte, which they proudly
dubbed “the best from around the world and around the corner.” “With
Immersive Van Gogh,” Gabbard said, “we’re finding exactly the same thing.”

The recent recruitment of local artist Bree Stallings as Blumenthal’s new Director
of Artistic Experiences—a position fully devoted to events like Breakin’
Convention and IVG—has also helped cement Blumenthal’s role as a leading
force in Charlotte’s tight-knit arts community. “It’s healthy for a big organization
like us to nurture that community, to acknowledge it, and to respect it. I’d say
that’s the impediment faced in a lot of cities: the big institutions don’t really
embrace the local arts community. Or they do it in a way that over-manages
those relationships. My philosophy is: we are enablers. We pair up with folks we
believe in, and we say, ‘How can we help you succeed?’”

smART Feature | Tom Gabbard
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Gabbard added, “I know of no other city where an organization like ours has
such a huge presence in the regional community. With that comes a lot of
responsibility, but also a lot of opportunity, since our being enablers is really
going to make a difference for some of these artists. We can shine a very
bright light on them and make the public aware of what they do and why it
matters.”

But the influence doesn’t only flow one way. Blumenthal has also gained
immensely from their collaborations with local artists on innovative
productions like Breakin’ Convention. As Gabbard recounted, these
relationships opened the non-profit’s eyes to a whole new group of artists
whose interests extended far beyond traditional theatre. Suddenly they
could begin to imagine new ways of defining the performance space, the
relationship between artists and audiences, and the performance
environment as a whole. “That began a journey for us as a traditional theatre
producer and presenter to be curious, to see the opportunity to redefine
how we approach certain kinds of performances, and to think much more
broadly than the traditional Broadway theatrical show.”

In this season’s production of Immersive Van Gogh, international collaboration
and innovative audience engagement both stem from IVG’s unique
European style of digital art, which has now been featured in cities across the
US, Canada, and abroad. Gabbard himself, however, had already been a fan
of the exhibit long before IVG Charlotte was ever dreamed of. Gabbard
spoke warmly of Lighthouse Immersive co-founder Corey Ross’s initial
pitch: “Corey called me and began to describe the show’s success in Toronto
and its style. But I said, ‘Corey, you don’t have to explain that to me!’ I pulled
up my iPad, because my screensaver was a picture from the Atelier des
Lumières in Paris, which I’d already visited several times. I said to Corey, ‘I’m
already a fan!’”

“This is a great opportunity to get
back to why many of us were
drawn into the profession of

creating public events around art
—events that move people, events

that uplift people.”

smART Feature | Tom Gabbard
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Before IVG Charlotte, Gabbard had worked with Ross and his team on
numerous theatrical shows. “To expand that team, adding Svetlana and
others,” Gabbard said, “has been a real joy. We’re thankful we’re dealing with
partners who have good taste. It’s important for us as tastemakers here in
Charlotte to bring high-quality productions here. So we have to have partners
whose taste we trust, and I do very much trust Corey and Svetlana and the
creative team they’ve engaged.”

Gabbard also stressed his appreciation for Lighthouse Immersive’s willingness
to help him make the production, in his words, “Charlotte’s own.” His
comments were aimed at IVG’s installation in Camp North End’s historic Ford
Building, a 1924 Ford assembly plant that is now surrounded by art galleries,
boutique shops, and local eateries. Aside from housing a heaping slice of
American and Charlottean history, the unique venue also bears a special
connection to some of Van Gogh’s most memorable subject matter,
representing the 20th-century equivalent of the working-class farmers and
craftspeople the artist frequently painted. “They toiled in the fields, they got
their hands dirty,” Gabbard explained. “And the building we’re in in Charlotte
is exactly that.”
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“At the heart is this beautiful digital art that Massimiliano has
put together. But then how it’s implemented and what it’s

surrounded by are totally unique in each city, and uniquely
reflective of that city. At a certain point in time, fans will find it
well worth the trip to visit these various sites and compare and

contrast them.”

As Immersive Van Gogh continues to expand into new markets, Gabbard’s
comments made clear that the show’s ultimate value stems as much from its
thoughtful situation in different local environments as it does from the core
artwork. “At the heart of it is this beautiful digital art that Massimiliano has put
together. But then how it’s implemented and what it’s surrounded by are
totally unique in each city, and uniquely reflective of that city. At a certain
point in time, fans will find it well worth the trip to visit these various sites and
compare and contrast them.”

smART Exclusive | Tom Gabbard



Gabbard described IVG’s implementation in Charlotte as creating a sense of
discovery for ticket holders. “Most people who have bought tickets have never been
out to this site. It’s literally only a mile and a half from our Blumenthal theatres in
downtown, so it’s really close by, and yet people haven’t been there. So, this whole
experience is an opportunity for us to tell a story of discovery. When you buy a
ticket to Immersive Van Gogh Charlotte, you’re going to discover what for many will
be their first experience with this European-style digital art. And you’re going to
discover some things about Van Gogh. But you’re also going to discover this
incredible industrial site that’s just now beginning to be revitalized.”

Finally, it’s worth asking where something like IVG Charlotte lands coming out
of COVID. On this point, Gabbard was proud to note, “It lands perfectly.” At a
time when performing arts organizations like Blumenthal are concerned about
whether people will be comfortable getting back to shoulder-to-shoulder
seating in large auditoriums, Immersive Van Gogh’s more open, spacious layout
offers a kind of middle ground on the way to more conventional theatrical
productions. More importantly, IVG’s pivotal role in many patrons’ personal
narratives of returning to the arts cannot be overstated. Reflecting on this aspect
of the experience, Gabbard observes that, “for many people, this is their first
time coming back to a public event. I have literally seen people tear up over
that. Not just ticket buyers, but also some of our staff, who have been without
this kind of work for a year and a half and are back for the first time. They’re
tearing up, because they’ve missed it so much.”

Gabbard concluded, “This is a great opportunity to get back to why many of us
were drawn into the profession of creating public events around art—events
that move people, events that uplift people.”

smART Exclusive | Tom Gabbard 
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"For many people, this is their first time coming
back to a public event. I have literally seen people

tear up over that. They’re tearing up, because
they’ve missed it so much.”



Bree Stallings
by Jeremy Lewis 

Bree Stallings:
Artist & Community

Leader by Tash Cowley

"...there's enough sunshine for all of
us." 

smART  |  Feature 
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Charlotte, N.C.



Even over Zoom, it’s hard not to get swept up in Bree Stallings' all-
encompassing passion for the blossoming artists community in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Bree foresees a bright future for the city as a hub for artistic
innovation and, in her eyes, its potential lies in local artists who reflect the rich
tapestry of the city’s past and present. 

Since stepping into her role as Art Director for the IVG exhibit in Charlotte,
Bree has focused her attention on the voices of previously underrepresented
Charlotteans. And when comparing what she advocates for in this interview
with her own artistic work, the correlation is clear. Bree’s murals are wild
landscapes of ferocious color, scaling buildings with equal parts beauty and
pinpoint precision; but they also leave striking, celebratory, contemplative
images in their wake, inviting the viewer to question what they believe to be
true. 

In conversation with smART Magazine, Bree reflects on the challenges of
navigating the monochromatic creative world that COVID-19 left behind, and
the part she has played in expanding the list of talent in Charlotte’s artistic
portfolio. Bree discusses her position within her community, how she takes
care and responsibility for the environment that supports her, and why she
insists on questioning the world around her and herself. We learn about The
Blumenthal Artists Program, Charlotte’s tightly-knit artistic community, the
historic Ford building at Camp North End, and how her own work reflects the
history of Charlotte. 

I've consulted for The Blumenthal for a couple of years and worked on a
number of different projects with them. As a working artist myself, I
understand how badly COVID affected our creative community. This time last
year, I was down and out. I felt as if all the progress I had made in my own
career trajectory had diminished and it felt so bad to see everything dry up.
One of my biggest passions lies in hiring artists and putting creatives to work, to
make things communal. I also think that having this big international exhibit
here in Charlotte and not having local artists involved would just be insulting,
because Charlotte has such a big artist’s community. Especially at Camp North
End, where there's a bunch of artists who have their studio spaces on site. 
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So far, I've hired 19 artists. They have worked to create murals, installations,
sculptures, picnic tables… I even have a person who's painting this historic
guard shack from when the army was here – it's getting Van Gogh’d! In
addition to those 19 artists, we have 26 artists going into the boutique, selling
their merch and their work through Lighthouse Immersive, and 10 Artists-In-
Residence coming in. To my understanding, that's around triple or quadruple
the standard number of local artists involved in the IVG exhibit and selling
their work.

We talk a lot about exposure in the arts and it gets a bad rap, but with the
number of tickets that we've sold for IVG, it is great exposure. We had a whole
list of people, and I didn't even get to involve a fraction of the people that I
wanted to, but it felt good to offer some money and exposure to those we did
bring in. I'm trying to put their names in as many places as possible, to
highlight them in our magazines and make sure that their work is credited on
the actual picnic tables and stuff like that. It's really important to me. I wouldn't
do any of this without considering my artistic community first.

 
Creating murals is much harder than people imagine, but it's also meditative in
a way. You have to be outside of your body to do it, or else you would be
miserable the whole time! When I enter into that state of meditation, I think it
feeds into the social justice issues that come up through my work. I come from
a multiracial background, and that's a very interesting perspective to have in
the south. In the south, everything is very black or white; literally, black or
white. And to come from a family that checks the box of “other” is something
that people don't necessarily know how to deal with. They don't know how to
handle it, how to compartmentalize it, how to “sort” people. In addition to that,
I'm white-passing, and so people who see me don't always assume that I'm
with my family. They start speaking another language to my mom, and then
say something kind of rude to me about her. I've had this duality in my life
regarding how people will treat and interpret me, compared with my mom,
my grandmother and my other family members.
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I don’t like to speak on others’ experiences, just the ones that I get to experience,
and it comes up all the time. I am white, right? I identify that way. So when
people ask me about it, it's like “Well, how much time do you have and how
interested are you in understanding the fullness of how we all identify?” My
mom, who's less than half white, identifies as white because it's safe. In the south,
the idea is that it's better to be white than not, and so we assimilate. We lose our
languages, and we lose our cultures. It's also interesting because I can speak from
my perspective, but I also can't speak from a Black perspective. It's different.
People of Color and Black people don't have the same experiences, especially
here in the south; it's something that often gets umbrellaed, but there are
different layers to the ways that people are affected by white supremacy.

 
First and foremost, let’s establish where we're at contextually. We are in a
historically Black neighborhood called Druid Hills, which developed as Uptown
was being built. People were being pushed out. We are in a very interesting time
now, because Camp North End is this giant construction that feels like the first
Horseman of the Gentrification-Apocalypse. Things are starting to change;
condos are going up (which feels like the Second Horseman) and it's very
interesting to witness. 
 
As an artist, it's something that I struggle with. I contribute to these places, but
then these places eventually displace people, and I don't know how to deal with
that. Within my own work, that's something that I want to question. I don't
know if I have enough authority; I don't own the land, so I don't really have
capacity in this conversation to change it, but I also realize that I come in, I make
a place cool, and then the rent goes up.
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That bothers me because I've also dealt with it personally; we had our house
foreclosed upon when I was in college, so I’ve dealt with being in complete crisis
mode on that end. That's something that my work deals with, this intersection of
class and race. 

Additionally, the IVG exhibit does a good job of representing the working class
people that Van Gogh highlighted through his work. It's not just Sunflowers, it's not
just Starry Night cafe scenes. During the Dutch phase, he was just exploring people
working, which is so perfect for Camp North End because this has always been a
place for people to work. It was a Ford building for a long time, where they
assembled Model T's and Model A's, and then it was a part of the army’s missile
and ammunition warehouse. That's where the wooden floors come from; they
were laid by the army 85 years ago. They're not ceramic because if they were and
some of the ammunition dropped, it could spark. That's also where the camp’s
name comes from; Camp North End stands for “Charlotte Army Missile
Program.” After that, it was a distribution center for Eckerd and Rite Aid, so
working class people have been coming here. Over the last 10 years, it's been a place
for artists and small business owners but for literally a century, people have been
working with their hands here, and it even predates the Ford building. On some of
the fabrics displayed in the exhibit, you'll see that there are images of the
landowners and the land keepers who worked here before the building was
constructed. I think that if you can allow that history to tie in, it rings true
contextually. 

 

At the beginning of my career, I had an exhibition called Modern Poverty, where I
invited people to show their own work about living in or around poverty; it was an
international exhibition, and it got a lot of media attention. From there I started
working for a program called Project Art Aid, where I worked my way up the ranks
from being a volunteer to Director, where I was giving out grants to artists. So very
young, very quickly, I was giving out money… which means people wanted to be
around me! I started meeting a lot of artists and developing the community.
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Charlotte is a small town; we have over a million people now, but it's all
happened really quickly. There’s a lot of fluidity to people coming and going,
and so within communities like the arts, music or non-profit communities,
there are these staples of people that you know, over and over. Even when we
were choosing the Artists-In-Residence, we were going through the list and we
were all saying “yes, we’ve worked with this person!”. These circles become
Venn diagrams, all overlapped.

I think when I was younger and when I was coming into the scene, it was a little
scarcer, and there was more of a dog-eat-dog mentality. Like, “if you get this
then I can't have it.” But I think that's starting to shift now. I always try to
celebrate anything good happening for the community, so when I go for a
mural and someone else gets it, that's good. I'm happy because that means
somebody is spending money on murals. That's not something that was
happening five years ago here, and there's enough sunshine for all of us. 
 
One of the biggest roles that I took upon myself at The Blumenthal was to
create an artist directory. I want to document who is here, and make sure that
I'm not missing people who I haven't met yet or worked with before. I'm also
trying to be more intentional about hiring people. There are some major hitters
in the mural community and the arts community, probably five of us that get
chosen again and again and in realizing that I'm a part of that group, I can think
outside the box. For the picnic tables that we have here at Van Gogh, I chose a
lot of street and graffiti artists. These are OG’s in our community, amazing graff
writers who don't ever get commissioned because of their style. They are
important to the art scene and the muralogy of Charlotte, but do they ever get
chosen for anything? No. Because it doesn't fit in with people's perceived
aesthetics. I just want to think differently about that whole process as we start to
be more innovative in our approach to community arts.
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“As people calm down and are vaccinated
and back to normal, there will be a huge

flourishing of the arts."

Takes on
New York

City
Opera 

by Michael Zarathus-Cook 
& Camilla Mikolajewska
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Constantine Orbelian 
by Ella Mazur 

| smART Exclusive 

New York

Constantine Orbelian



With a career spanning several decades since his graduation from The Juilliard School,
Constantine Orbelian has made a name for himself on the international stage. The famed piano
prodigy and conductor now returns to New York—just after the release of his latest album, I
Puritani—as the newly appointed Music Director of the New York City Opera (NYCO). Though
Orbelian takes pride in the NYCO’s penchant for presenting lesser known operas, his first go at
the podium will be conducting Rigoletto on August 29th. For the conductor, it won’t be just
another Rigoletto—the last time he presented it was alongside the late superstar, Dmitri
Hvorostovsky—so this production carries an extra special significance for Orbelian and the
NYCO.

Taking on this new role, Orbelian has made it his mission to expand access to opera to
younger audiences and emerging artists alike. He speaks with smART Magazine about what
that means to him, and how he envisions the NYCO’s role in the future of North American
opera.

What would you say the NYCO offers to
audiences that can’t be found elsewhere in the

city?

The reason the NYCO was started in 1943 by Mayor Fiorello Laguardia—whose father was
an opera singer—was to fulfill the mission of an opera house that was affordable and
accessible to the general public. They also gave the opportunity at the time, and for years to
come, for young artists to make their debut. Artists such as Jose Carreras, Renée Fleming, all
the great singers that we know today had to start somewhere, and that was at NYCO.

The second part of the mission was to allow a platform for American composers and young
composers from around the world to have a venue where they can produce their operas. I
want to continue that in a big way, giving people an opportunity to hear new works, and
that's what we have planned for the next season, a bunch of premieres.

As we slowly come out of these pandemic times, we'll have to take it slow in the beginning.
We want to be really careful to make sure we can fill the hall to as many as possible. So we’ll
take it slow in the fall, and then start the winter off with The Garden of the Finzi-Continis with
the Museum of Jewish Heritage.

The NYCO was stationed out of the Lincoln Centre for many years, then the state theatre
closed for renovations, and then it just didn’t work out financially. So then they moved to the
Rose Theatre where Wynton Marsalis has his series of concerts. It’s just the right size and has
the best acoustics in town. It has a transforming stage where we can truly utilize the space for
any production.

smART Exclusive | Constantine Orbelian 
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What special significance does Rigoletto have
for you since the passing of Dmitri

Hvorostovsky?

We did Tosca there right before the pandemic, and I think that’s where we are going to start
in regards to big productions. Small productions, like The Garden of the Finzi-Continis, which is
more for a chamber group, is ideal for a space such as the Museum of Jewish Heritage. 

At the same time, I want to start doing something that I believe is incredibly important, and
that is doing outreach to children. I want to do operas such as Cinderella or Barber of Seville,
giving them a little intro, a taste of the music, and having them grow up with opera. I want to
make sure kids aren’t afraid of opera, on the contrary I want them to be turned on to it.
When I was in Moscow recently, I went to visit the Moscow Children's Musical Theatre. It’s a
whole theatre that only works on producing operas for children. These are professionals
performing for children. It’s on a very high level, with a wide variety of children’s stories,
such as Goldilocks, that are being made into operas. They interact with the children, take
photographs while they’re in costume. The educational aspect is very important for me
because if we don’t educate the kids now, we won’t have an audience in the future. 

This is the first time I’m returning to this opera since his passing. He was an extraordinary
artist, he was an incredible friend, a phenomenal colleague, it was an honour to stand next to
him on the stage for 18 years. We actually did a bunch of concerts together in Canada and the
U.S.. He’s one of those people who are irreplaceable. The whole persona, the whole package,
the incredible voice and musicianship, the extraordinary gift that he had and was able to give
to people was incredible. I’ll have a little bit of a lump in my throat when I start rehearsing. 
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incredible voice and musicianship, the

extraordinary gift that Hvorostovsky had
and was able to give to people was

incredible. I’ll have a little bit of a lump in
my throat when I start rehearsing.”



What do you have planned for the near future
at the NYCO?

In the summer, we were able to have these concerts in the park, which were only allowed
with piano accompaniment. In the meantime, we will see how things are opening up and
make sure that the money we spend will be spent well and that we’re working at venues that
won’t break the bank and truly do some interesting stuff. I’ve commissioned some operas,
one of which is The Love Letters of Nicholas and Alexandra, the last Russian Czar. Their
common language was English, so the opera will be in English, which I thought was a great
idea. As visas become available, in the future we’re hoping to partner with opera houses
across Europe in places such as Moscow, Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine. They have a lot of
wonderful music that no one has ever heard here. I want to bring excellent, high-quality
music to New York that you won’t hear at the Metropolitan Opera House. For example,
when we did Tosca, it was a copy of the original production from Rome, a really authentic
production that Puccini himself saw. 

smART Exclusive | Constantine Orbelian
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How do you compare your role as director of
the Yerevan Opera Theatre, to the opera

community in Armenia? As well as in New
York and North America?

The four years in Armenia taught me a lot. I started out really running, and I invited all of my
friends from around the world. I invited John Fisher, deputy director of the Metropolitan
Opera, and an incredible musician and coach, Howard Watkins, the chief coach of the Met and
Renée Fleming who also came for concerts. I invited all kinds of different people to come. I
organized my first international vocal competition in Armenia, so I had a bunch of incredible
people come and be a part of the jury, individuals who are on the top of the shelf as far as
musical organizations are concerned. Everything was really moving along and then the
pandemic came and shut everything down. My time in Armenia is virtually over, which is why
I took this job once it came up, because coming back to New York, at my age, is a good time to
come back. This is a unique situation, and having the experience of running a huge
organization already—I had 700 employees in Armenia—I figured I could handle that. 

I really do feel that the arts will thrive as this pandemic subsides. As people calm down and are
vaccinated and back to normal, there will be a huge flourishing of the arts. No one wants to
watch another concert on Zoom, it was nice when you had absolutely no other option, but once
you do have options you’re going to take the other option. 



“We field almost a million
engagements a week and approx.

20K direct messages…that’s a lot of
parking questions!” 

Behind the Publicity:
Phil Lobel & Dale Boyer

by Michael Zarathus-Cook

| smART Exclusive 

Los Angeles
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With successful artistic productions, there’s
usually a story within the story. For the Immersive
Van Gogh exhibit, that underlying story is
certainly how an international team—with its
headquarters in Toronto—was able to persist
with its vision despite the pell-mell of a global
pandemic. I’ve been especially impressed with
how quickly the social media team was able to
scale the operation from one to upwards of fifteen
cities within the last year. This exhibit’s ability to
simultaneously draw in A-list celebrity-attention
while remaining true to the art-lovers that
popularized it, is likewise commendable. To get a
peak at how the social media and PR sausage is
made, we welcome Phil Lobel—mastermind
behind the ubiquitous PR company, Lobeline
Communications— and Dale Boyer, Social
Media Manager for Lighthouse Immersive.

Lobel and Boyer bring different perspectives on
how this exhibit has managed to generate
enthusiasm across the North American market,
while fielding COVID-quieries with tact and
honesty. As a seasoned veteran of the PR
landscape in the U.S., Lobel brings decades of
experience and insight on engaging the media—
though I’m sure even Lobeline Communications
encountered a lot of firsts with IVG. Boyer has
been at the heart of the social media operation,
using her industry savviness to help develop the
new holy grail for scaling a social media
campaign up to an international audience. Both
talk about preparing for the expected, and
reacting to the unexpected, in the year that has
been.

While the whip-smart leadership team at
Lighthouse Immersive has had their nose to the
proverbial grind for the better part of the last 18
months, they nevertheless maintain a
wholesome approach to the long-term trajectory
of community-building in each IVG city.

What were some of the more unusual
challenges working on the Immersive
Van Gogh Exhibit in the earlier days

of the pandemic? 

For one, this magazine was made possible
through the insights and assistance provided by
members of this team. Notably Boyer—who
helped launch our own social media activities—
and Marketing Director Carla Selzeer who,
among many things, suggested that we call it
smART Magazine. 
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PHIL LOBEL: While Lobeline has over three
decades of experience managing PR, this is
certainly the first time doing so in a pandemic
(and hopefully the LAST!). 
 
Some of the unique challenges that we’ve faced
during the beginning of the pandemic were in
planning for the opening of an event, and not
knowing if it would happen or not. As publicists,
it’s in our nature to have backup plans and adjust
on the spot immediately. Putting together an
opening strategy while being at the mercy of the
latest COVID restrictions (which are different in
each state) kept us hyper-vigilant from start to end.

Another issue we faced is messaging and the use
of Immersive Van Gogh’s assets. We have run into
the issues of having the media use our client’s
imagery for an exhibition that was not ours
because there were other Van Gogh experiences
in some of the markets. Similarly, the problem of
combating consumer confusion and concerns
with attending in-person events during a
pandemic has been our top priority.

While everyone has been in quarantine and we’ve
been unable to meet with clients in person, all of
the conference calls have turned into Zoom
meetings. So, in a strange way, we’ve had more
“facetime” with our clients during the pandemic
than we have had in the past.
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Another thing that this pandemic changed, not
only with our clients, but also with the entire
industry is how the media books guests. In a way,
it’s allowed us to book clients on shows virtually,
and more frequently, whereas in the past, they
would have had to travel to be on-site. 

How does your team go about
orchestrating celebrity engagements,
and what are your points of emphasis

for generating interest for a unique
exhibition like IVG?

We’ve been thrilled with the enthusiastic
response that we’ve received from the public and
celebrities – including recent lengthy, multiple
posts from Madonna to her over 14 MILLION
FANS on Instagram! Because of the quality,
attention to detail, and talent of the Immersive Van
Gogh team, we have been lucky enough to attract
big-name stars and public figures organically by
securing benchmark media placements with
influential national and local press. Not only do
we highlight the use of the latest technology, but
we also showcase the incredible talent Immersive
Van Gogh brings in, like Emmy Award-winning,
Tony-nominated designer David Korins, or one
of the hottest stars, Lily Collins from the hit
Netflix show, Emily in Paris.

There is something for everyone with this
exhibit, and it has been a pleasure having the
opportunity to highlight what makes this
experience so extraordinary. The bottom line is
guests are literally in awe of what they experience,
and in today’s world-wide connectivity via social
media, THAT is a major key to the show’s
success!

DALE BOYER: The success of this exhibit has
required all departments to scale very quickly and
I’ve never been a part of something that grew so
quickly. Last year we had one exhibit in Toronto
and now have specialized local social media
presence in 20 cities.

I'm surprised every day by the emotional
responses we get on social media to the exhibit.
Obviously, when patrons are standing in the
exhibit they can go on the journey that the
creators have made, but it appears that these
feelings stay with our guests well after they leave
the exhibit. Sometimes we get messages, weeks
after their visit, by people still processing the
beauty of the exhibit or asking for the soundtrack,
or just posting photos. It’s exciting that the
experience is touching people so deeply.
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“In a strange way, we’ve
had more “facetime”

with our clients during
the pandemic than we
have had in the past.” 

When you started work on IVG, did
you foresee it getting this big? How has

the success of the exhibit surprised
you personally?



What were some of the growing pains
in the initial phase of developing the
social media presence and how were
you able to scale that across various

cities and platforms?

Our number one goal on social media is to
present an empathic and meaningful
conversation with our patrons and followers. To
achieve such a personalized and bespoke
experience, we need to have personal responses
and a team directly interacting with our guests
online. We don’t rely on bots or automated
responses because at our core we want to have
real conversations with people. This of course
requires real live people and scaling our team,
and growing twenty-times larger during a
pandemic has been challenging. I have yet to
meet almost everyone on my social media team
in person!

We not only have a central team but we also have
local social creators in each city to make content
that is specialized to each market. Each city has its
own mood, its own quirks, and its own
challenges. So we decided to not take the easy
monolithic route of content creation and instead
tailor each market specifically.

 The pandemic created a list of challenges for
social media that we'd never faced before! We are
making changes constantly to the exhibit, the
hours, the pace of people walking through it, how
people can purchase a drink right down to how
they show their tickets to get in. Every operational
adjustment the team makes on the “ground” in
the exhibit affects our social media team.

We have the biggest document I’ve ever worked
with that covers all aspects of every exhibit in all
our locations, this includes washroom details and
also up-to-date COVID laws. As you can imagine,
every city and country has their own COVID rules
and protocols, so we’ve become experts in mask
and social-distancing policies across North
America.

Social media is a very “in the moment” medium
so important information like adjustments to an
opening or ticket changes are posted on all our
handles as well and pulsed out as weekly
reminders. We combine conversational Van
Gogh posts with reminders of changes to the
exhibit. This way it’s not just us yelling
information all day long! 
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The pandemic has certainly caused a
lot of last-minute changes to exhibit
hours and openings, what are your

main priorities when it comes to
communicating these changes in a
way that keeps people's interest? 
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This takes time, needs a lot of management and
also requires trust in your team to know what is
the right tone for each city. We retain so many
followers because we are not constantly
screaming to buy tickets, we are building a
community by exploring ideas and everyone is
welcome.

“Our number one goal on
social media is to present
an empathic and
meaningful conversation
with our patrons and
followers.”
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How would you characterize the type
of interactions that IVG followers are
having with the various accounts, and

how are they different from other
projects you've managed?

There are two types of comments we generally
get: 

1. People asking questions, how to get there, how
ticket types work, etc. We have extensive
documents that help us answer these questions
and get each one right per city! We field almost a
million engagements a week and approx. 20K
direct messages…that’s a lot of parking questions!

2. People who want to discuss the validity of this
type of art experience. We LOVE these types of
messages. Not all art experiences are for everyone
and we encourage people to talk about what
works and doesn’t work for them. It can be
challenging for a small number of traditional art
enthusiasts to see the relevance of something like
Immersive Van Gogh, but once they get to have
exchanges online to learn about the merits and
impact of our exhibit, it often can make our nay-
sayers think twice. It’s important to note here that
we don’t lead these conversations. We make sure
everyone stays respectful but we allow people to
discuss all aspects of our exhibit.

3. Oh yeah, we also have a heavy mandate not to
feed the trolls. 
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leave the
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“One of the things that feels most right to
me is that the park is always open. You’re

always in community with the people there,
and I love that there's no pretense, no wall

between the artist and the audience.”

smART | Feature 

On the Opening of 
Little Island 

New York

Ayodele Casel,
photographed by
Patrick Randak



Between West 13th and 14th street, crouched amidst the glinting waves of the Hudson, a
curious and captivating bleach-white structure cools its feet in the river. Even from a
distance, it’s easy to see that Little Island is no ordinary park. This 2.4 acre waterside
wilderness is New York’s newest and most innovative effort to return live entertainment to
the city. Inside, nestled between lush botanic gardens, twisting Lombard-esque pathways,
and boulder-pricked grass slopes, three rustic stage spaces are welcoming performers back
home. Here, musicians, dancers, actors, poets, mimes and more are returning to work
among the elements in The Amph, The Glade and The Playground. Spectators are
gathering to appreciate art safely again, breathing easily in the brisk riverside air, and the
sense of elation is palpable. 

After such a long hiatus, the aching familiarity of a trip to the theatre has ignited a collective
gratitude for New York’s inspirational adaptability to change. It feels fitting that Little Island’s
aesthetic is modelled on the aging wooden “pile fields” in the river, the ghosts of piers past.
There is a sense of rebirth here, of using the foundations of the past to build a stronger future,
and of taking hold of something seemingly fragmented and nurturing the beauty that
remains. 
 
18 months into the pandemic and Broadway theatres are still impatiently drumming their
fingers, awaiting their beginner’s call. However, in the absence of comfortable indoor spaces,
the show has managed to go on elsewhere. When the pandemic drove everyday activities
outside, entertainers adjusted to the change. The word theatre has been redefined, and al
fresco venues have sprung up like budding flowers across the city, with Little Island among
them. 

Some might ask what sets this floating hive of activity apart from its competitors? Since it’s
conception in 2013, Little Island was destined to include performing arts spaces and was built
to accommodate acts of every kind. However, it can be argued that the true essence of its
individuality lies with four exceptionally talented Artists-In-Residence: Ayodele Casel,
PigPen Theatre Co., Michael McElroy and Tina Landau. These remarkable individuals will
spend the next three years breathing life, ingenuity, and joy into every inch of the island,
combining their collective wealth of perspectives and disciplines to enrich our
understanding of what it means to be an artist. Each will direct and perform their own work,
nurture relationships with community partners, curate festivals and review artist
submissions for Perform In The Park. 
 
Casel is a tap dancer, actress, choreographer, and co-curator of Little Island’s Dance Festival,
alongside Torya Beard. Arya Shahi is an actor, musician, co-founder of PigPen Theatre Co.,
and co-curator of Little Island’s Storytelling Festival. They join us to discuss the thrill of NYC’s
artistic recovery, how the festivals will challenge our perceptions of art, and the indefatigable
adaptability of artists in the face of adversity.
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What was your first impression of Little
Island as a creative space?
 
Ayodele C. I was really excited about a
beautiful public park being created in the city
with the explicit intention of having art in
every corner. One of the things that feels most
right to me is that the park is always open.
Even when there are rehearsals happening for
shows, people can be in the space. You’re
always in community with the people there,
and I love that there's no pretense, no wall
between the artist and the audience. It’s
unique, and in a year where we have been
mostly isolated, it feels great to always have a
touch point with audience members.
 
Arya S. The pandemic has played an
important role in the beauty we now find in
being able to gather, so to see Little Island
manifest has been magical. People sometimes
criticize us for being whimsical, but it really is a
magical thing! A new piece of land is just
floating on the Hudson. The leadership team
knew early on that it should be a vessel for
people to engage with their location; parks can
be very passive spaces, but I think that due to
the size of Little Island, once you are on it,
you're automatically engaging with it, so we
keep thinking about how we can we support
that.
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How would you describe the post-
pandemic atmosphere of New York’s
artistic community? 

Arya S. I think that New Yorkers are very
ready for the return to cultural spaces. As for
the artists, in my opinion, making
independent theater is always insane and
often feels like the Wild West, so throwing a
world pandemic into the mix was just
another thing! I have a lot of faith in indie
theatre, in the artists who are used to telling
stories in that capacity, and in artists who are
just now entering the community. I know
many young performers who just graduated,
or who just moved to New York, and
anything is possible for them. There's a lot of
anticipation about people’s first show back,
and this will be an exciting way to re-emerge.
 
I also think this year has been an exercise in
establishing your own boundaries, whether
that be as an artist or as a human being.
People need to reenter the scene whenever
and however they feel comfortable doing so.
That being said, Little Island’s events have
been selling out very quickly, so it's exciting to
know that there is a hunger for shows, and
that people feel safe enough to gather.
 
Ayodele C. One of the things that I have been
really inspired by is how quickly artists have
innovated, across all mediums. It’s like they
said, “Oh, there's a pandemic, I can't have an
audience? I'm going to take it online, or offer
things in this way!” Dancers have been
making art in their basements, on rooftops, in
the corners of rooms, on the street...they’re
dancing everywhere they can. We have really
tried to stay as connected as possible to our
art. Even without a pandemic, it tends to be
our lifeline and the thing that we turn to
when we're feeling oppressed in any way.
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The role of Artist In Residence is one that both Casel
and Shahi take incredibly seriously. Shahi described
the role as becoming “arbiters of the kinds of stories
you want to tell”; you need only glance at the
incredible lineup of performers chosen by both
PigPen and the Casel/Beard team to see how
beautifully they are serving this city. By sharing
Little Island’s platform with interesting, expressive
and oftentimes under prioritized artists, they are
making significant strides towards levelling the
industry’s playing field and bringing authentic
representation to New York’s stages.

What’s PigPen looking for when acquiring
artists for the Storytelling Festival?

Arya S. We wanted the festival to bring
together a lot of different disciplines, because
that's how our own theater shows work. We
use a lot of puppetry, visual art, animation,
music and more. We didn't want the pieces to
be super polished; before the pandemic, we
were saying, “Just come and do a weird thing
– we’re in a park!” We also knew we wanted
to keep it simple, and start with one person on
stage telling a story, because that’s how it all
begins. Poetry became an early inspiration for
how we might organize the festival, and
music featured heavily too. Music cuts
through so much noise, literally but also
metaphorically. It cuts to the heart. So we
wanted amazing musicians, we wanted
poetry to be there, and then theater became
the third umbrella. We also knew that at
points, there isn’t a lot of control over the
outdoor space, so our process was about
finding artists who could work with what
Little Island offers and demands.

Little Island has the power to become an artistic
microcosm of the cultural tapestry of New York City,
a diverse, inclusive platform where everyone will be
seen, heard, and respected. Casel, in collaboration
with co-curator Torya Beard, is working tirelessly
to ensure that this vision is realised.
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Do you feel that representation within the
dance community is making progress, and
how can Little Island work towards making
dance an equal platform for all?

Ayodele C. I do think that the landscape is
shifting, by virtue of the fact that I was invited
to be an Artist-In-Residence, but it's also not
often that tap dancers or percussive dancers
get to hold these kinds of roles. One of the
things that I love about the leadership team at
Little Island is that they are listening. The
producers asked, “What do you want to do?”
and there was no agenda other than to let me
explore my vision. The same goes for the
festival’s co-curator, Torya Beard. Our visions
are very much aligned, so the first thing that
we did was ask what is most important to us.
Those things include cultural expression,
authenticity, people whose work speaks to
their identity—no matter what that identity is
—and people who are interested in expression
and communication. 

In performance, I think a sense of generosity is
necessary in order for us to do our work
successfully. We're inviting audiences into our
experience, and it's a cyclical give-and-take of
energy, so I wanted to have artists whose work
naturally speaks to those traits. It was very easy
for me: percussive dance is completely under-
represented, so I wanted more tap dancers to
be in these spaces, of every gender identity
and ethnicity.
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I wanted House of Extravaganza and Ana
“Rokafella” Garcia. I felt that Indian Kathak
dance should be represented, that younger
and older people should be there. The list goes
on, and I'm really proud of it – it's a strong mix
of genres and artists. 

Casel and Shahi share a mutual respect for the heady
power of music in performance, and it’s potential as
a vehicle for self-expression. Casel passionately
describes the art of tap as “music in motion.” Shahi
fondly remembers PigPen performances at music
festivals as “some of the best days of our lives.” As a
group, PigPen have an extensive catalogue of
original songs; Shahi discussed the role that music
plays in their work, and what it means to PigPen to
be donning instruments and treading the boards
again.

Is PigPen originally a band of musicians who
expanded into more conventional
storytelling, or a theatre troupe that saw
music as the ultimate storyteller? 

Arya S. I think we straddle both identities
equally, depending on what the ultimate goal
is. More recently, we've gotten into the
business of adapting pre-existing stories, and
in that context, we get to really focus on
writing music, editing, making puppets and so
on. I think when we are conceiving of a story
from scratch, that’s when there are fewer rules.
If you come up with a song that you really like,
you can come in and just play the song; then
all of a sudden, that sparks ideas for a scene.
And vice versa, a scene or a character can
easily inspire music. We use the metaphor that
somebody brings in a seed, and the rest of the
company waters it. The plants that live are the
ones the audiences see!

Over the pandemic, we have done a lot more
writing, building on seed ideas that we've had
since college but hadn’t previously had time to
manifest. We also wrote music, but we
operated in a different way; like, “you record a
bit, send it and let’s see what I can add to it.” We
really learned what each of us can do in
isolation to continue to fuel our company’s
creativity. Originally, we weren't going to
perform in this Summer’s festival, but we have
changed direction on that. We're going to play
a concert, but it's tough to want to go up there
and take risks in front of people when you
haven't performed for 18 months! When we
were discussing our set list, we were more
excited to play “Bremen” (a song we have
played 98,000 times) than anything else
because it's comfort food. Some stories are
things that you never thought you'd want to
return to, but then you really need them.
 
The pandemic dealt a vicious blow to New York’s
entertainment industry, but the undeniable quality of
Little Island’s Artists-In-Residence program, and the
three-year commitment they have made, is a hopeful
sight. It is a stamp of approval, an assertion that the
people of NYC still value and crave live performance
after all this time. Little Island has created a unique
and welcoming space for music, movement and
storytelling that will be regarded as a symbol of
resilience for years to come. 
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Do you foresee any future challenges in
having to adapt work to meet the challenges
of an outdoor, waterside stage? 

Ayodele C. I've performed at the Hunts Point
station in the Bronx, right outside the subway
platform. I've done outdoor performances
with NYPopsUp across the city. I’ve performed
at the White House. And to me, honestly, the
space I’m in doesn't feel much different in
that moment when I’m reacting to a
community of people in front of me. I think
what's important is what's happening right
there, and that can happen anywhere.

 Little Island has three main performance
spaces, but there are also all these overlooks
where things will be happening. They aren't
necessarily traditional performance spaces,
but that's so New York! You might be sitting
on a bench and suddenly, something is
happening. You're on the subway, and then
something is happening. You walk through
the park, there are things happening. I feel
like in that way, Little Island is little New York.
It's all new, and it’s like we're invited to play, so
there is no “wrong”. With that freedom,
anything can happen. 

PigPen Theatre Co.,
photographed by Thom Kaine



Celebrating
the Life of an
Indigenous

Artist 

Floyd Kuptana
by Bailey MacIver 

by Madeleine Kane 

"Against injustice, he lived. He carved his
culture into indestructible stone. He covered

canvases with colour and light. Kuptana made
art that reflected the hope of childhood that he

spent his life searching for within himself."

smART  |  Feature 

Floyd Kuptana:
Urban Hunter

Toronto 
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Kuptana’s work depicts vibrancy in Northern life. His paintings—spotted with animals, skies,
nature, and colour—are unapologetically playful. His sculptures were, as Mohr describes, “an
unsettling mix of whimsy and horror”. Reflecting on his style, Mohr writes, “Many of the
two-dimensional works move into the realm of the uncanny and the grotesque, a realm
made all the more disconcerting with brash colors and allusions to pop culture and art
history… Kuptana’s own graphic work seamlessly fused traditional Inuit themes of
shamanistic transform with graphic techniques of the cubists. Both his life and work bear
strong family resemblances to Outsider art and artists.”

The story, the inner life, and the inspiration behind an artist and their work is never simple
nor linear. Our most revered artists are made of a complex mosaic of memories, shattered
and reassembled into tangible creations of their greatest experiences. Artists carry with them
the unique gift of sharing the most vulnerable and hidden depths of the human experience
—one such artist was Floyd Kuptana.
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In May of 2021, Kuptana, an Indigenous artist,
died in Toronto. His life was spent riding the
waves of success and despair. Despite a strong
personality, and intense magnetism, he often
projected the feeling that he was undeserving
of his mountain of artistic achievements, and
had a roaming sense of belonging. Kuptana’s
social worker remembers, “He was never
given an opportunity to be loved or show
affection to himself.” In a tribute to the artist,
friend and colleague Richard D. Mohr
remarks, “Kuptana would often go begging
outside five-star hotels in Toronto, even when
he didn’t need the money. Eron Boyd, Gallery
Arcturus’ manager, says that Kuptana called it
‘urban hunting.”

Floyd Kuptana was born in Cape Parry,
Northwest Territories in 1964. Moving to
Toronto in the 90s, his Inuit carvings and
inspired paintings have been received at local,
national, and international galleries. A
permanent collection of his works is displayed
at Gallery Arcturus in downtown Toronto.
Mohr remarks, “Though many people were
repulsed by him and his work, others loved
him, but he found that difficult to register.”

Pictured above: a painting by Kuptana
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Kuptana’s work depicts vibrancy in
Northern life. His paintings—spotted with
animals, skies, nature, and colour—are
unapologetically playful. His sculptures were,
as Mohr describes, “an unsettling mix of
whimsy and horror”. Reflecting on his style,
Mohr writes, “Many of the two-dimensional
works move into the realm of the uncanny
and the grotesque, a realm made all the
more disconcerting with brash colors and
allusions to pop culture and art history…
Kuptana’s own graphic work seamlessly
fused traditional Inuit themes of shamanistic
transform with graphic techniques of the
cubists. Both his life and work bear strong
family resemblances to Outsider art and
artists.”

Mohr goes on to write, “Van Gogh was his
favorite artist, as much for that artist’s life as
his works.” Delving into visual sound poetry,
Kuptana explores variations of Van Gogh’s
Starry Night in his own untamed, bright,
punctuated style. However, with admiration
comes life in parallel – both Van Gogh and
Kuptana created breathtaking works while
inwardly tormented.

Pictured above: works by Kuptana

The following is a testament by Ines Tercan,
as she reflects on Floyd, as an artist and a
friend, and her understanding of the
complexities and layers of the man that she
knew.



I recognized him as I had seen his art before in the AGO. I was surprised to see he was going up to
people and asking them for $20. I figured he was a successful and celebrated artist as I had heard he
was the only living Inuit artist to have his work showing in the AGO. I felt compelled to talk to him. I
gave him $20 and then asked him if he would like to join me for a coffee. He agreed and seemed to be
quite happy to talk with someone.

smART Feature | Floyd Kuptana

"I met Floyd for the first time in St.
Lawrence Market. 

Pictured above: Floyd Kuptana poses with his portrait of Ines Tercan

We had a nice conversation and I
suggested that we go for lunch the next
day.

He gave me his address and I picked him
up for lunch. He suggested that we go to 
Kensington Market, so I took him there. 
Even though I bought him food, he didn’t 
eat anything, so I took it for him to go. 
As we were leaving, he asked me to buy 
him some wine from the LCBO. I didn’t
like the idea of that, but he insisted in a 
way that had a frightening sense of 
urgency to it, so I agreed, and he brought
3 bottles of wine to the cash register.
I reluctantly paid and then dropped him
off at home.

After that I was conflicted regarding my interactions with him. I really appreciated him as an artist, but
his drinking was difficult for me to deal with. He would frequently call me after he had been drinking and
I had a hard time understanding what he was saying because he was slurring his words. Sometimes I
would be in a patient mood and would talk with him, other times when I was stressed, I felt I could not
pick up his call. 
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Shortly before we could do that, I received word from my friend in the art gallery who was working with
him that he had passed away the previous day. 

His passing left me with a lot of questions about him. Why would someone so talented, who was already a
respected artist go down the path that he did? Why was he begging on the street when close by, his
paintings were selling for over $1000?

I realized that he had a hard life and many things happened to him. I am originally from Russia and
didn’t know about the residential schools and the experience of First Nations children in Canada until it
came up in the news. When the 215 children were found in a residential school in Kamloops it was a big
shock for me. It went against my impression of Canada as a country. Floyd went to a residential school
when he was younger, and he had also confided in me that he had suffered abuse in the correctional
system as well. 

One time I decided I wanted to see his art in action, so
I brought a portrait that I had of myself and asked him
to do whatever he would like with it, to create some
collage art.
 
He was very happy to do it and when he was making
art, I felt he was at his best, putting lots of thought and
energy into his work. 

I introduced him to someone I knew who was running
another art gallery and they began to work together
right away. I thought that things were going to go well
for him, though it didn’t work out that way in the end.
One time I came over and brought him some food and
he told me later that he had given it to one of his
friends. To this day I have never seen him eat. One of
my friends kept asking me to bring her to meet him
and I kept putting it off, but one day we arranged to
visit him.

smART Feature | Floyd Kuptana 

Pictured above: the portrait of Ines Tercan by Floyd Kuptana
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Within this context I understood the contradictions that made up his personality. He was a brilliant artist,
with a bright innocent looking face who never tried to capitalize on his gifts as an artist and created the
art for the sake of it alone. On the other hand, he was wrestling with some deep trauma that had been
inflicted on him, which had shaped his self-destructive behavior and prevented him from reaching his full
potential as an artist.

It was really sad to see that he wasn’t able to overcome his struggles, but he left behind some of the most
genuine and original works of art I’ve seen, in all my years in the art world. I think that his work should
stand as a testament of his resistance to the forces that tried to erase his spirit and as a record of the
existence of that spirit in the world during his lifetime.”
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Childhood is not always a safe place to return to. In his formative years, he endured every
form of abuse. The continuing searches of former residential school sites have unearthed the
graves of children whose childhoods were ripped from them as part of an ongoing genocidal
regime. Kuptana was born into a society and government that advocated for systems curated
to kill the child within him. Against injustice, he lived. He carved his culture into
indestructible stone. He covered canvases with colour and light. Kuptana made art that
reflected the hope of childhood that he spent his life searching for within himself. 

While any amount of suffering and trauma does not make someone an artist, it can,
however, fuel the need to create. But when it all becomes too much to bear, and art as an
outlet isn’t sufficiently numbing, how does one quell the fire within? As it is, and as it has been,
addiction overwhelms the artistic community. While we can turn to art to transform our
hurt into something beautiful, the reality remains that artists are often clouded by pain that is
too enveloping to conceptualize into form.

Floyd Kuptana’s work lives on. When visitors and spectators walk through his respective
galleries, they won’t see his decades-long battle with himself. They’ll see what was made from
the hands of someone who faced the worst side of humanity and came out on the other side.
Fraught, and perhaps looking for relief in all the wrong places, he created something
beautiful in spite of it all. The urban hunter lives on— in his canvas, carved into stone, forever
telling the story of a ferocious and relentless spirit.
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Toronto - Baghdad 

“Iraq has a lot of stories that we
never shared with the rest of the

world, nor told to ourselves.”

IN FOCUS:
Maytham Jbara

by Vik Hovanisian

Maytham Jbara
by Kalya Ramu 

smART | IN FOCUS 
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In his book Becoming Human, Jean Vanier stated: 

“To be human is not to be crushed by reality, or to be angry about it or to try to hammer it into what we
think it is or should be, but to commit ourselves as individuals to an evolution that will be for the good of all.” 

Maytham Jbara does just that, exploring reality and its possibilities, its space for change
towards the hopeful and the creative. As an Iraqi-Canadian filmmaker, producer and
cinematographer, he focuses his work on humanitarian issues, from catastrophes to the
struggle for basic rights and dignity. Born, raised, and trained in Baghdad, Maytham Jbara
moved to Toronto in 2018, fleeing threats from radical groups in his home country due to his
activism in the arts and his commitment to freedom and human rights. 

His works tell the stories of everyday people, citizens of a country being destroyed, and
their lives as they evolve through extreme situations and the fight for survival. His work as
a cinematographer, art director, and production director has been selected for, and
awarded, in renowned international film festivals including the Busan International Film
Festival (for the film Haifa Street in 2019), the Berlin International Film Festival (for Mosul
980 in 2019), TIFF (for The Journey in 2019), and others. His new short film, Qadr, for
which he was both writer and director, has just been selected for the distinguished L.A.
Short Film Festival, opening a path to potential nominations by the Academy and
BAFTA.

Tell us about Qadr and what its nomination
means to your artistic career. 

Once, back home, I heard about a woman who detonated a suicide bomb at the checkpoint
in Mosul [second largest city, located in northern Iraq, which was taken over by ISIS in 2014] with
her little child. I couldn’t help but wonder, trying to find an answer for myself: why would
she do that? What could have been the reason for a mother to do such a horrific thing? Was
it truly because of her beliefs? I was looking for an answer, to try to understand what
happened to her as a human being, what led her to make such a choice. 

I couldn’t see her only as a terrorist, a member of ISIS, etc. There was a refusal within me to
judge her in any way. Instead, I wanted to go deep, to immerse myself within my own
humanity, to find an answer—a real one, a human one—one which was not tainted by the
media. After all, this happened in my home country, the country where I grew up, the
country I was supposed to know well…

IN FOCUS | Maytham Jbara
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When ISIS took over Mosul, they turned men in the city into their fighters or killed them if they
refused. They abducted young unmarried girls, Yazidi women [ethnoreligious minority group
indigenous to the Kurdish region], sending them to be sold in their slave markets. The rest of the
women—such as married Sunni Muslim women—were brainwashed by institutions such as
Al-Hisbas, indoctrinating them into the “new” roles and responsibilities that would serve ISIS’s
interests. There, if you disobeyed the orders, you would be punished, tortured and more, until
you complied. 

Iqbal, the lead character in the film, personifies one of these women. She is a religious woman,
following and trusting of her husband as is “traditionally” expected in Iraqi society. Qadr, her
six-year-old daughter, is knocking on her mother’s closed bedroom door, trying to open it and
calling to her mother with no response under the endless sounds of gunfire and explosions.
They are both under the watch of an ISIS sniper’s scope. While Iqbal is silently reading the
Quran in her closed bedroom, praying for a solution and expecting news from her husband, a
short phone call with him reveals that he has chosen his ISIS mission above his family, suddenly
and irrevocably determining their end. 

Iqbal, with a promise from ISIS that her child would be kept safe, is told that her only choice is to
go through with the murderous mission at the checkpoint. In the end, she takes her daughter
with her, realizing that her whole life has been nothing but a lie.

The film was the result of my search for answers, of my own quest. It puts into images the line
of questioning I had in my mind for so long. I want the audience to put themselves in Iqbal’s
position, an extreme position: what do you do when you have no choice left?

The L.A. Short Film Festival nomination means a lot both to me as an artist and to the work
done with an incredible and committed team. This film has been my attempt—after leaving
my country reluctantly and under extreme pressure—to hope to turn the page by creating a
new life, without death and murder, where living in peace is possible and where love can
govern above all. 

I am also happy and proud, because this film has been an opportunity to build a bridge
between my home and host countries. Qadr is an Iraqi-Canadian co-production, which is an
achievement in itself as there is no bilateral agreement between the two countries when it
comes to the film industry. 

With this nomination, and I hope with more good news to come, I feel inspired and want
to empower and help other filmmakers and artists, in Iraq and in the Middle East in
general, to keep creating art and to keep making films about their lives, which are so
valuable and worth being put into images. The world needs to see, to know and maybe to
understand that not every part of this planet has the chance to live a peaceful life. 

IN FOCUS | Maytham Jbara
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As a producer and a director working in
Canada, why is it important to continue

making films about Iraq?

Iraq has a lot of stories that we never shared with the rest of the world, nor told to ourselves.
There is still a lot for us to acknowledge and understand about what has happened to us as a
society in the past and what is happening today. We have a lot to share with the world, and
these stories are not only about wars. 

I am from Iraq, I lived there, having the same experiences people went through or are still
going through. And then I had the opportunity to see something else, to realize and accept
that life can be better. As a filmmaker, as an artist, I cannot simply stand aside. As a global
society, we are facing a lot of issues—some really terrible ones—that we are still trying to
overcome. By making films, I think, we have a double impact. For example, when we
make films in Iraq, about life in Iraq, we support filmmakers and teams there, helping
them to find opportunities to learn and connect more, to create and work together, to share
experiences. At the same time, we are committed to making the society more aware, to
uplifting people in their different aspects and points of view. 

That’s why I’m dedicating myself to this double mission, while having the chance to live in
Canada. To support creation and artists in Iraq as they make their voices heard, and then to
make their work visible to an international audience. I truly think that is what art is. It’s
through art and creation that we will awaken and open minds, touch hearts everywhere,
with no borders at all.

IN FOCUS | Maytham Jbara

What motivates you in the struggle against
human rights violations?

I was one of them, one of those who struggled and tried to find a better way. And I couldn’t
find it. I failed. It made me become negative, nihilistic. How else could it feel when you see
and hear your family and your people struggling for life, when you watch them being
killed in front of your eyes? When nothing can be done to help them? As an artist, I chose to
take on the responsibility of showing everyday human suffering, in order to awaken and
find solutions through art. I believe that’s the way to find peace for the mind and love for
ourselves. That’s what worked for me and that’s how I can and want to contribute.
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You are working on a new project about the
unhoused in Canada. What’s the motivation

there?

I’ve lived in Canada now for three years. It is a beautiful country with a lot of possibilities.
And issues, as well. I have seen the people living on the streets and started wondering about
what happened to them, about why they became homeless. Yes, because one is not born
homeless. One becomes homeless, despite international human rights laws recognizing
everyone’s right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate housing. My
question was, “What are their stories?” I realized people treat them in different ways here.
Mostly with pity and compassion. But some don’t care, or judge them for having chosen
this path deliberately, for being drug addicts, for example. I know that behind each one of
the homeless people we see, there is a story, a struggle and a potential for a better life. And
for us, as members of society, there is the opportunity to learn as humans by helping them
to achieve this potential, by finding a better life in dignity. People living in the streets is our
problem, a problem for each one of us. Each one of us has the responsibility to act.

With my weapons and tools—my pen and camera—I want to bring people’s attention to
the ignored, showing them in a different light, in a different way, than what we see in our
everyday lives. I’ve had this project in mind since my very beginning in Canada. It follows
me everywhere I go… I have a plan to join them, to go and live with them for a while, to
maybe become one of them. Because I want to hear their stories and find the reasons and
answers I’m looking for. Being a human among humans. To just tell stories.

IN FOCUS | Maytham Jbara
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“I know that behind each one of the homeless
people we see, there is a story, a struggle and

a potential for a better life. And for us, as
members of society, there is the opportunity to
learn as humans by helping them to achieve

this potential, by finding a better life in
dignity.”



Toronto 

“Understand that poetry is in
everything. It’s in song, it’s in

movies, I think it’s in basketball,
personally. It’s everywhere.”

Randell Adjei:
Ontario's Poet Laureate 

by Madeleine Kane 
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by Ella Mazur 
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In April of 2021, Ontario legislature appointed
orator, performer, artist, and Scarborough native,
Randell Adjei, as the first Poet Laureate of
Ontario. Growing out of a childhood of adversity,
Adjei immersed himself into the world of
expressive writing and spoken-word poetry, and
was driven to motivate others towards the
enlightening liberation of art in all of its forms.

As the founder of the R.I.S.E. (Reaching Intelligent
Souls Everywhere) initiative, Adjei extends the
limitless power of poetry, dance, music, and
expressive art to Ontario’s youth. His approach to
poetry is to break free of learned convention and
emphasize the healing benefits of connection
and vulnerability, while nurturing a safe space for
communities to embrace artistic expression.

In a Zoom call from his home in Toronto, sat in
front of an enviable collection of books, Adjei
speaks out on accessibility to the arts, the
importance of representation for young Black
artists, and the courage it takes to create authentic
poetry.

What does “Poet Laureate” mean to
you and how does this title validate

young Black artists in their Canadian
identity?

What it means to me is it’s really this opportunity
to recognize the power of the arts, the power of
poetry, to capture moments in time, to
document, to recognize the opportunity that we
have to use art as a way to cathartically heal. 

There’s something really special about this point
in time, as there is and has been a lot going on.
And just the opportunity to utilize this platform
to speak up about what’s happening in the world
and what’s happened. To raise awareness, to
advocate for, and on behalf of, and to inspire.
And I think for young Black artists, there’s
something really special about seeing someone
that looks like you in positions like this. 

Representation is something that I didn’t see
much of growing up, and when I did, it wasn’t in a
very positive light. This is an opportunity for
young people—Black artists, Black youth—to see
themselves not in the stereotypes in which we’ve
been placed, but in different spaces, and in
different opportunities. I hope the next Randell
coming up sees this and says, “I can do it, too,”
because that’s what someone did for me.
I see it inspiring those that I’ve performed for. I
think about the community I came from, in
Toronto Housing. Those young people, and the
lack of opportunities and spaces that we had and
the lack there still is, is exactly why this is
important and exactly why I do the work that I do.
To let them know, no matter where you start
from, this doesn’t have to be your finish line.
There’s still so much more ahead. So for those
who I speak to, I definitely hope that it is a way to
inspire, and remind them of that.

smART Exclusive | Randell Adjei

“This opportunity, for
young people - Black
artists, Black youth -
to see themselves not
in the stereotypes in
which we’ve been
placed, but in different
spaces, and in
different
opportunities.”

https://www.randelladjei.com/rise


We look at vulnerability in our society as a
weakness, when vulnerability takes a huge
amount of bravery and courage. It takes a lot of
courage to be yourself and shed your skin, shed
your mask, and show up as yourself. Poetry
allows us to do that when we come to the page
because you can’t fake poetry. You can, but even
to the writer, it doesn’t feel right. You just have to
sit and be with yourself, your thoughts, your
feelings, your emotions, and your perspective.
Along with making it accessible, we shed the
definition of vulnerability that it is a matter in
how we choose to express and how we choose to
show up in this world.

It’s also about meeting people where they’re at.
Poetry doesn’t always have to have a theme
about something serious. If you’re someone that
likes to make jokes, then write about something
funny. If you like shoes, write about shoes. If you
like fashion, write about fashion. Poetry doesn't
have to be confined or restricted to any form or
theme. It’s important to extrapolate from that
and step away from poetry needing to be a
particular way.

Understand that poetry is in everything. It’s in
song, it’s in movies, I think it’s in basketball,
personally. It’s everywhere. Spoken word is
really where I gravitate toward, mainly because
of hip-hop culture and that I’m an orator. I just
love to speak.
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What is the current state of artistic
spaces for BIPOC youth in Ontario? 
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In the education system, our first introduction to
poetry is often Shakespeare. There’s so much
more to poetry than just Shakespeare. It’s
changed a lot. It’s good to have as a reference, but
I’m not quite sure if it’s the thing to study, because
that’s all I studied when I was coming up in
school. To make it more accessible is to help
young people recognize that the thoughts they
have are poetic. All of us have poetic words and
ways in which we express ourselves. Poetry is one
of the most accessible art forms. You grab a pen
and paper and put your thoughts down. You can
do freeform, you can freestyle, you don’t have to
have a structure when it comes to poetry. It
doesn’t even have to rhyme! A lot of folks don’t
recognize that.

Poetry plays such a huge role in many people’s
lives. People often come to poetry because there
comes a time when you just need to release. You
need to speak up about what’s been happening
and unearth some of the traumas that folks have
gone through, and poetry really allows space to
do that.

There’s nothing wrong with form or structure
either, it can help bring something different out
of the writing process. Poetry is in songs. Poetry is
in storytelling, but often with less words. The
audience gets to create their own narrative
around the lack of words. Poetry is beautiful
because of that. There’s something special about
letting the few words speak for themselves, and
being concise.

What has poetry revealed to you
about storytelling that makes it

unique as a genre? 

“No matter where you start
from, this doesn’t have to be
your finish line. There’s still

so much more ahead.”



On Art & Recovery
by Augusta Monet
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Ovid’s Metamorphoses
Meets A Bathtub

Haircut 

“Ovid taught me that recovery is often more
painful than anything, but on the other side

of that pain lies a deeper joy.”

Art by Jeremy Lewis



A small part of me had had difficulty approaching this Issue’s theme of the “Joy of recovery.”
Thinking back on my own highs and lows in this past year, I could hardly call it joyful. I felt
embittered by my experience, and grief stricken. I didn’t feel I was recovering from my year
in isolation. Yet, the more I reflected on my own journey of recovery, I came to the
realization that I am a truer version of myself than in the past. Perhaps a lot of the distress
we’ve all experienced since the start of the pandemic, is the result of suddenly having some
time to think. In my specific case, there were a lot of events that had happened to me that
were unexamined. We tend to throw ourselves instead into work and passion-projects to
avoid this sort of examination. During this time, reading through Ovid’s Metamorphoses
taught me that our collective recovery in the arts can be as painful as it is joyful. That pain is,
in some ways, essential to moving forward. 

With the absence of work, memories I had locked away seeped through to my conscious
mind. As little as I wanted them, not thinking about it meant they festered as I carried them
unknowingly with me through life. During this time, at the suggestion of a friend, I started
reading Metamorphoses and began viewing my transformation in a different light. I began
thinking of how we can view loss as a natural and necessary change, and tried harder to
appreciate the worst moments for their inherent power in overcoming future challenges. 

Change is a funny thing, because how do we know where it ends or begins when it is
constant? As I return to Ovid’s stories of changing bodies, it’s hard not to wonder what my
own personal metamorphoses are, or were. In Ovid’s world, a metamorphosis is marked by
a slow, painful, but necessary transformation. It’s described in detail: skin becoming scales or
bark, limbs or teeth lengthening. Of course it would be painful, after being one thing for so
many years. There is an inevitability to the change, and a lesson is always almost learned.
The joy found in these transformations come from two typical facets: the poetic nature of
the change, or its cathartic nature. Catharsis is a term Ovid would have been familiar with—
the process of releasing, and thereby providing relief from strong or repressed emotions. As
humans we are natural storytellers, and can find meaning in the change and the release.
Essentially, I started asking, “What are my metamorphoses?” The answer came to me in a
haircut, my first in many years.
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I had been threatening to get a mullet for quite some time, before they were trendy, but had
never been able to commit. My usual reason was that, being an actor, I didn’t want to pay for
new headshots; this was true, of course, but there were perhaps more insidious reasons. 

I had an extremely complicated relationship with my hair, as I used to with the rest of my
body. From the age of ten, I refused to cut it flat out. Being a light blonde, I had gotten
compliments for it frequently. As nice as the remarks were, and as someone with a
burgeoning eating disorder, my hair became the one thing I liked about myself. Growing it
out felt like a small act of rebellion: the one piece of me that I was in control of. I couldn’t give
that up.

In Ovid’s poems, women who fixate on a certain aspect or their overall beauty are punished.
And I was similarly fixated on my hair, as it grew to reach my hips. Even at this length, the
hair was praised still, but it started to rankle me in a way I couldn’t put my finger on. It also
invited lewd comments, men coming up and telling me how they love women with long
hair: never ever cut it, baby. Even with the tangles and the leers, I couldn't cut it. I couldn’t lose
the first part of me that felt like mine, because who or what would I be, then? So did it matter
if I didn’t like it myself? I started fantasizing in secret about bowl cuts and the aforementioned
mullet. 
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Recovery often involves letting go of vestigial
things, things that hold you back. I’ve always
understood this, but now, as an actor, it felt
even more crucial. Though I couldn’t see it at
the time, my hair was not actually in my
control if I was doing it for others. Theatre
school, as it turns out, does an excellent job of
telling you to treat your body as a commodity
to be bought and sold. If people liked my hair,
then it could stay. There was something else,
too. The hair was the only thing connecting
me to femininity in a classical sense, and I was
scared of being disregarded and out of work
should I choose to lose it. If I did, would I still
be a woman?
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And in a way it’s compelling to see something, almost like you, that far back in history.
Knowing that despite how gendered Ovid’s society was, perhaps there would be a place for
me there too. And in a way it's diminutive and reductive, as I’m sure Ovid wouldn’t
understand what we now describe as being problematic. And in a way it's still othering, still
perpetuating a specific slot this third gender fits into. And am I like them? We probably
wouldn’t be able to recognize each other, but I can’t seem to shake the thrill of those brief
mentions of gender fluidity in the text—like recognizing a face from a dream.

Ovid’s Rome, on the brink of collapse, was one society that needed to give meaning to
violent transformation. Ours is, arguably, quite similar. So on the personal as well as societal,
how do we look at the areas that hurt most and realize what we have to let go or (even worse)
endure? I had a feeling halfway through my rashly-decided DIY haircut, while dissociating in
the cracked bathtub, that this might be so hard for me because it was a necessary and
overdue change.
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Consequently, this comes back to the topic
of gender. Like with Ovid’s stories, gender is
often a reflection of the time we are living in
and what we value. Conceptions of gender
also change with society. Like with the many
ways of change, gender can happen through
metaphorical transformation, literal
transformation, or external perception.
Gender is another malleable identity and is
often, for better or for worse, how we
navigate society. Gender, like the medium
Ovid works in, is fluid and poetic, and
purposeful. Or at least it's merely an identity,
and metamorphosis is all about the search
for that identity, perhaps as Rome struggled
with its own. 

Metamorphoses also fixates on there being a
reason for everything. The society Ovid
lived in had a reason for certain birds, certain
trees, changing seasons, sexless women,
effeminate men, Trans and intersex folklore
beginning with trysts in pools and magic
snakes.
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Coincidentally, a theme throughout Metamorphoses is how we, as a collective, experience not
only change but also trauma. 

The more I read, the less I thought about the myths themselves as opposed to how we
interface, interact, and add to the myth. Each addition is a timestamp of our culture. Because
in many ways Metamorphoses covers the scope of the human condition with its extreme
highs, stomach-turning lows, and above all: change. And so in repeating these stories and
understanding them not only through the lens of Roman culture but also our own, we add
to the story.

I don’t know what I am these days. Usually in The Metamorphoses, a person is changed into
something new in order to explain its origin: Narcissus and the flower, the eyes on a
peacock’s feather, the beautiful Hermaphroditus (an androgenous combination of Hermes
and Aphrodite). I have to remind myself that they, too, felt new and terrifying at first.
Recovery is similarly new and terrifying. It’s harder sometimes to let go of aspects that no
longer serve you. It is my hope the arts community loses outdated features too, as they re-
emerge, to be more accessible and inclusive. 

Ovid taught me recovery is often more painful than anything, but on the other side of that
pain lies a deeper joy. I would argue the joy we feel comes from the painful and joyful ritual
of recovery. This is a testament to art’s ability to help us understand our own stories and
experiences through others. There is beauty in transformation, and in the rigours of cutting
out a part of yourself. That lightness we experience afterwards is cathartic, purging us of our
former selves.

I had been stagnating on who I was, I thought, as I looked in the mirror afterwards. My next
thought: Why didn’t I do this years ago? In the thick of this transformation I thought again of
catharsis, as the hair I had coveted for so long fell to the bottom of the empty tub with Parks
and Recreation playing in the background. It was odd, there were no tears as I had expected.
Instead my body went limp and I laughed hysterically, barely registering anything other
than the weight leaving the back of my neck.

smART Feature | Metamorphoses
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San Francisco 

“Life is art. Being an artist is who
I am. It makes my life meaningful.

I always believe in myself.”

ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE

by Madeleine Kane
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Cindy Shih &Tsungwei Moo
by Jeremy Lewis 

smART | Exclusive 

Cindy Shih & Tsungwei Moo
on IVG San Francisco 



Amidst the summer heat of San Francisco, we encounter an artistic oasis in the
canvases of two artists who took up residency at Immersive Van Gogh. For the month
of June, Cindy Shih and Tsungwei Moo shared their unique collections and
performed live painting sessions for visitors to the Bay Area exhibit.

Shih, using a delicate hand, embraces monochrome on white canvas to illustrate
plant life. Her intricate gallery possesses the symbiotic calm and chaos of nature.
Moo’s brushstrokes and use of colour range from delicate, sweeping details, to
heavy palette knife acrylic petals. Moo’s still lifes of natural and structural scenes
vividly parallel Van Gogh’s style.

We sat down with Shih and Moo as they wrapped up their tenure at the exhibit to
reflect on their residency and what lies on the horizon for these captivating artists.

What is your takeaway from the
experience of working in-studio at IVG

San Francisco? 

C.S.: People crave a good experience. There is still a strong desire to engage with
art, as evidenced by the hundreds of people who came through the exhibit
everyday. IVG did a fantastic job ensuring everyone had a safe, approachable,
and memorable experience. As an artist working on-site, I had the unique
opportunity to engage with a broad cross-section of art appreciators, and was
able to speak with people from various walks of life who may otherwise not
have visited a more typical art establishment. 

I also enjoyed creating artwork live, talking to folks about the show, explaining
why I use the materials I use, and generally discussing my Art with people who
were interested. I also loved being able to give away some of my art materials to
young artists who were inspired by my work, and even taught a little girl how to
use a sumi brush. It was great to have a direct interaction with people who
obviously cared about art. I have live-painted at various types of events, and
IVG really provided a great experience around the art and for the artists.

smART Exclusive | Cindy Shih & Tsungwei Moo
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T.M.: Life is art. Being an artist is who I am and it makes my life meaningful.
I’ve always believed in myself; fifteen years ago, I quit my Art Director job at an
advertising agency in Taiwan and came to San Francisco to pursue my art
career. Because I know that if I never followed my dream, it would be the
biggest regret in my life. Participating in the Artist-in-Residence program, co-
created by Villa San Francisco and Immersive Van Gogh Exhibit, is proof to me
that I made the right decision.

Working in-studio and doing live art in front of an audience is like having an art
opening reception every thirty-five mins, eight hours a day, and five days a
week. As an art instructor who taught Plein air pastel drawing at the Yosemite
National Park for nine years, I was confident and excited to create live art in
front of visitors.

In my real life, I can’t afford to have a studio in San Francisco. This opportunity
gave me the space to create bigger artworks and exhibit them immediately. I
got a chance to show the public how I developed the images and my creation
process, and completed seven pieces during my residency. 
 
I got so much positive feedback from the visitors and I saw an increase in
followers on my social media. People want to learn how to paint from me and
want to join my future artwork shop at the Golden Gate Park. Young artists
asked me art career developing questions, and parents told me they want their
children to be like me one day. I feel honored and grateful that I have been
given this opportunity to meet so many people and show them my passion
and my creations.
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“Fifteen years ago, I quit my Art Director
job at an advertising agency in Taiwan
and came to San Francisco to pursue my
art career. Because I know that if I never
followed my dream, it would be the
biggest regret in my life.”



C.S.: I get so much inspiration from my community of artists here in San
Francisco. In short, they are the reason I still live here. Artists can make art
anywhere, but having a dynamic, diverse community of artists that is constantly
learning, challenging the status quo, and trying new things always inspires me to
push forward, improve, and take risks in my own art practice. 

My advice to future artists-in-residence is to maintain an open mind. The post-
pandemic world is rapidly changing, and the art world is no exception. As artists,
we can stay true to our practice while adapting to changes in the way art is
consumed or experienced. There is no one way to be an artist, and not just one
way to experience art. Giving people a good, lasting impression of you and your
practice is just as important as maintaining the quality of your work.

T.M.: Art is how I connect with the world. Life itself is my biggest inspiration.
My favorite subjects are someone or something that I love and care about the
most. Usually, my human boyfriend, cat boyfriend and mother nature are my
most important inspirations. I also care about social issues such as anti-gun
violence, human rights toward marginalized communities, and animal rescues.

Sometimes I get inspiration from other artists around me or visiting museums
and galleries. I always open my heart to learn new techniques and the stories
behind the artwork. My advice to future artists in residence is: don’t put any
unboxed food on the site overnight. Some creatures might come to steal your
food. Enjoy your residency.
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What inspiration do you get from artists
around you? What advice would you

give to future artists in residence?

“As artists, we can stay true to our
practice while adapting to changes in the

way art is consumed or experienced.
There is no one way to be an artist, and

not just one way to experience art.”



by Georgia Gardner

“If you’re going to demand my sexuality
and my nudity from me, I am going to be in

charge of how you perceive me and how I
share that.”

smART  |  Feature 

Quinn
Rockliff:

Self-
Portraiture

and Healing

"That's Better"
by Quinn Rockliff 

Toronto 
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We, as millennials, grew up in an interesting
time because we got social media right as we
were coming of age, which means that we
were the first to explore learning and playing
with the boundaries of ourselves, our bodies
and our sexuality. That also came with a really
heavy price tag, which was the expectation to
look a certain way, and feed into desirability
politics that I feel that women can never win
at. 
There is a never ending double edged sword
of sharing your body online but also not
sharing too much. There is a narrative that we
have always been told by adults and teachers
that everything we post online will be out
there in the world forever so we had better be
careful with what we post. At the same time,
all of our social value is being placed on likes
and social media. At the time in my life when
I stopped posting filtered selfies, and started
posting nude drawings, it was my way of
challenging these expectations of our
generation. If you’re going to demand my
sexuality and my nudity from me, I am going
to be in charge of how you perceive me and
how I share that. 

Over the last decade, social media has become a platform for sharing experiences, and in
turn, a tool for healing. Quinn Rockliff, a multidisciplinary feminist artist from Toronto
who’s work focuses on nude portraiture, understands the challenges of authenticity, and
managing vulnerability online. Quinn spoke candidly about reclaiming her body after
trauma through the repetitive act of self-portraiture, and how she hopes to help others do the
same by creating spaces for ownership, self love, and empowerment. By confronting the
shame surrounding womanhood and sexuality, she advocates for the unlearning of society's
misogyny, and the practice of moving through the world thoughtfully.

smART Feature | Quinn Rockliff 

In what ways do you think women can and
have been using social media to reclaim
female sexuality? What do you think is

missing?

Pictured above: "Still Here Just Waiting" by Quinn Rockliff
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 I think it's tricky when we see brands and
influencers using honesty and vulnerability
alongside product placement and branding. I
feel as though these posts can be
untrustworthy. Is that what they really mean,
or are they just being paid to say that?
Personally, what I try to focus on when talking
about my experiences and about these issues
of confidence, being a survivor, being a
woman and being a growing feminist online is
that I’m really only talking about myself as a
cisgender white woman.

I cannot, and do not want to be the
mouthpiece for any sort of agenda because I
don’t experience what other people
experience. I think it's really important for us
to remember that when we are talking online
and beginning to brand and commodify these
ideas about self love. I think we need to be
very careful of who is being involved in these
conversations and who is being left out.

There was this looming threat that when you share nude photos of yourself privately that
they would then all of a sudden become part of the public sphere. So, by taking those nude
photos of myself and painting them I was kind of saying, sure, you can threaten to leak my
nudes, but I’m going to leak them first in my own way.

When we were younger, there was a lot of shame and no reality from adults about the ways
in which the young men around us were invading our bodies and distributing them to
others. At first I didn’t really know why or what I was drawing when I started my art process. I
just found myself drawing my body again and again. Now I know that it was a means for me
to really see and reclaim my own body after trauma, because I felt as though I had lost
control over who got to see my body and how it was perceived by others. Through drawing
myself naked I was able to spend time with my own body and appreciate it.

There was a wave initially of people online who were being honest and vulnerable. It was
quite a new concept for women to be using an online platform in that way. However, there
has definitely been a big shift as social media has become industrialized, where it has been
commodified into a business. 
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Pictured above: "Still Going" by Quinn Rockliff 
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For me, progress has been about
accepting that there will always be things
that will sit with you for your whole life
but you have the capacity to give yourself
the grace to work through them and be
patient with yourself . That is what growth
looks like for me. There was a time where
I thought if I just worked through this
everyday one day I would be better, and I
wouldn’t be sad anymore. But I don’t
think that is realistic. I think you have to
keep showing up and being gentle and
kind to yourself. 

Our bodies are not changing drastically
from one day to the other but for some
reason our minds play tricks on us and it
is easy to be influenced by the content
that you see online, or the people that you
surround yourself with. The act of
drawing my body everyday is a good way
to battle any body dysmorphia that I
might be feeling because when I abstract
my body in these line drawings, I am able
to see them in a new light, and not be so
focused on the small aspects of myself in
real life that I have decided to hate that
day. When I decide to draw them I have
to see them in a new way. That can be
refreshing.

So much of my healing is found through my art. That can be tough when you start to do art
as a career because there is an expectation that you should continue to create your art on bad
days. Something I’ve been working on a lot lately is taking a week or a day off and not
painting anything on bad days. Even though art is my mode of healing, sometimes that
break can be really restorative for me. Then I can return to the studio and really work
through the things I was reflecting on, because it can take a bit of time to work through, and it
allows my thoughts to catch up to the pen and paper, or the paint and canvas.

Pictured above: "Worth Saving" by Quinn Rockliff 

In what ways do you think healing is not
linear, and how do you measure progress on a

daily basis, especially on the bad days? 
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When I first started posting online the things that I was most scared to say, that I was really
nervous to post about, were always the things that people resonated with the most. As
women we have been taught to be afraid and shameful of things that most of us have
experienced, things like body hair, body fluids, sexual desire. We have so much shame
around all of these things and we don’t know why. I love talking to women about things
they’ve realized just aren’t true. What are the lies you’ve been told about your body? Or the
ways that we desire or feel? I don’t feel that much fear about what I post anymore, because
most people tend to feel the same way.

When I first started talking online, no one was talking about how healing isn’t linear, no one
was even talking about experiencing trauma. Now I hope we have become more sensitive
about the ways we talk about these things online. Trauma is so wrapped up in our everyday
experience that it is hard to parcel out. I do think how trauma is handled online is important
to talk about.

At the beginning of the pandemic I had a lot of time to reflect and be really introspective.
This pandemic has given me so much time in the studio. That has required a lot of reflection.
Like many others, my body changed a lot during the pandemic so it has helped me
strengthen my desire to show up for my body and represent it. There has been a lot of
learning in terms of what it means to be a white woman in a space, so I have been doing a lot
of learning and reflecting behind the scenes about how I take up space and how to create
space for others. Post pandemic, I’m excited for future generations to be more informed.
The next generation of women in their 30’s and the Generation Z women who are
reclaiming their body and sexuality have been given access to so many people's narratives
that are not their own. This new age of women are given the ability to interact with people
who have had similar shared experiences, that we perhaps thought we were alone in.

Once I became intentional about the people that I surrounded myself with and “unfollowed”
people on virtual spaces that were not allowing for a healthy mindset, I was really able to
imagine a new existence for myself. I saw women being shameless about their sexuality
online. I saw men who were vocal about issues that I thought men didn’t talk about. I learned
about the experiences of transgender women, and I learned and listened to women of
colour. All of these voices online that I wouldn’t necessarily have had access to if I hadn’t
followed them have really shaped me in how I moved through the world today, it is
constantly challenging my perspective and requiring me to rethink how I want to talk about
my body.

Coming out of a global pandemic, have your
messages about body ownership changed since
you started? Has it made you think differently?
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smART Magazine proudly introduces... 

Streaming on Spotify, The SMARTCAST hosts
the best and brightest of today's top creative

voices.
 

Subscribe now!

smARTCAST | 
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Issue No.6 | Poetry Contest

The Joy of Recovery 



from the editor
A special thank you to everyone who submitted a poem for the first ever smART
Magazine Poetry Contest. It was a delightful pleasure reading every submission from
Toronto, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Charlotte. In response
to the prompt “the Joy of Recovery,”—which is also the theme of our forthcoming
Issue No.6—we received heartfelt and sincere expressions of joy, sadness, and all the
complications of recovery. We are incredibly grateful to all these poets for sharing
their stories with us. While we’ve selected six winners across all cities, we strongly
encourage each author to continue on their literary journey and self-realization
through poetry. 

In our interview with Ontario’s newly appointed Poet Laureate, Randell Adjei, the poet
emphasized his belief that “Poetry is in everything.” Indeed the variety of the
submissions showed the inventiveness through which each poet was able to find the
poetry within a year of isolation and desolation. We are grateful for each submission
and look forward to reading more of them in our next poetry contest. 

Congratulations to the following winners, representing each of Immersive Van Gogh
cities:

 
Toronto - “Lessons on the Reality of Recovery” by Heba Khan

San Francisco - “They do it With Their Wings” by Claire Champommier
New York - “Renew York” by Faisal Lateef

Los Angeles - “2020: A Brief Odyssey” by Christian Araya
Charlotte - “Bird Song” by Hannah Kiker 

Chicago - “The Journey Within and Without” by Linh & Demetri
 

We’d also like to applaud seven honourable mentions:
 

“Vigil” by Four (Toronto)
“the moon is our muse” by Deekshah Yelamanchi (Toronto)

“Dear Old Self” by Adrian Rob (Toronto) 
“Free!” by Chaitra Rangaswamaiah (San Francisco) 

“(Un)Cover” by Emily Wolfson (New York)
“The Joy of Recovery” by Rema E. Shamon (Chicago)

“The Joy of Recovery” by Vincent Grey (Chicago)
 

All poems and illustrations in this collection belong to smART Magazine, 
and must not be replicated without written consent.

 
Michael Zarathus-Cook

Editor-in-chief
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| torontoLessons on the
Reality of Recovery
| Heba Khan
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AUTHOR BIO

Poetry is not only a means of self-expression but also a reflection of
society for Heba Khan who has turned to her pen to express her
emotions. She one day aspires to be interweaving the intersectionality
of healing into her poetry as she continues to explore all facets of her
identity, culture, religion and society. Heba is an advocate for mental
health and commences the conversation surrounding mental well-
being and in an attempt to destigmatize mental illness. Previously
published in local and global anthologies, campus-based publications
and performing her poetry for numerous humanitarian causes, Heba
aspires to bridge the distance between many worlds, one poem at a
time.
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Breathlessness became restlessness on the nights 
my Father’s breaths were less air and more prayers. 
Helplessness becomes redefined 
when each breath materialized as a final threat, 
and the noose of all my fears kissed my clavicles with a stifling reverence,
strangulating my frayed chords that mustered enough courage 
to release my final whisper to a God that is nearer than my jugular vein, 
but in my misery seemed so far away 
not in vain because His mercy encompassed everything in His reign. 
What seemed like a weak but valiant whisper— 
a martyred soldier’s final plea for honour, 
echoed in the heavens and made miracles shower. 

The joy of recovery means that one day this nightmare will feel like a dream,
that we will gather as a community and celebrate our victories, 
that though there were so many hardships, we created our ease, 
but please, remember to be gentle with all the families that have endured
grief, though we will have buried our worries, keep in your hearts and
memories
 the people who tried to hold onto their resilience but had to bury their
peace, the ones who were on the frontlines but embraced us with empathy. 

 
Forget not the most pressing lesson of this entire ordeal, 
the joy of recovery is only but a hope for all those who are trying to heal
but some scars are festering wounds that remain dormant for years
so be kind and sensitive 
because each trajectory of healing is distinctive, 
continue to be equitable and increase accessibility 
because some of our boats have become shipwrecks 
though we were given the same storm, 
which is to say all of us may have been in the same narrative
but we have all rewritten a different norm.
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AUTHOR BIO

Claire “Champagne” Champommier is a proud lesbian Asian American
creative. Currently a student, she has studied writing at Lewis & Clark
College, where her professor, Mary Szybist, has encouraged her to keep
doing so. Her work has appeared in Otis Nebula, Fleas on the Dog,
SPLASH! from Haunted Waters Press, and is forthcoming in Feels
Blind Literary and Auroras & Blossoms.

| Claire Champommier 
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People want to be lifted – 
the corners of their mouths, their thoughts, restrictions – 

by angels, airplanes, someone higher 
in the system. People want a reason to hum, but 

these days I’ve been feeling 
a bittersweet gratefulness 

alone in the Target parking lot. 
It’s because beginning to feel whole again reminds me of 

the spaces that were hollowed out. Holes from watching
the numbers climb on the live COVID update, 

the pressure from corporations that said they needed me
to live life to the fullest. When I wasn’t full, I was afraid of
losing 

 
time. I thought I needed to squeeze out every drop, 
wring myself dry like an orange. I found new ways to 

get close to the same feeling – just like the hummingbirds, 
who don’t hum with their little mouths – 

they do it with their wings. When we smiled 
we did it with our eyes, and when I wanted
 
to dance with strangers, I did it alone 
with sparklers I bought for myself. Because why not. 

Now that I’ve found reasons to hum, 
I cry into the unemotional peace of 

a Target parking lot, and it feels like lifting. 
Is this the joy of recovery? Violent as a sparkler, 

I forget the burning. Instead, look at how I dance tonight. 
The sparkles. How could I have known 

I would know the disbelief of seeing 
people, many people, 

brushing elbows. With faces. Standing together 
at the crosswalk. And be relieved. 

| Claire Champommier 
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AUTHOR BIO

Faisal Lateef was born in Ridgewood, New Jersey to immigrant parents
from India. He lived in Florida before coming to New York City for law
school in 2014. Faisal lives in the East Village with his fiance Monika and is
currently working on his first Poetry Book "Where to Wander?" which will
be published in August 2022. 
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As I descend on JFK, 
I look upon a kingdom paved. 

Debark a plane, embark a train, 
slinking through the city’s veins; 
Vessels carrying vessels. 

Why I’d want to live here, 
in comic dredge. 
New York is dead. 

A plague spread and many fled. 
A chapter ends but one begins. 

We’ll strip it down and start again!
We’ll learn to walk without a leg! 

Renew York—a new discovery, 
Reveling in the joy of recovery 

A beaten city, beats once more 
I know the sound, I feel it’s resonance. 

I feel the vigor in its roar saying,
 “Come outside and make me whole!”
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AUTHOR BIO

Christian Araya studied Physics at UC Irvine, interned at NASA, and
currently works at Google. When he’s not surviving a pandemic he
plays Jazz, video games, and loves hiking.
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Shall I compare thee to the Spanish Flu? 
Thou art more bubbly. 
Cargo ships idle at the Long Beach port. 
The bluffs do not tell lies of any sorts--

 None of those containers are getting through.
Boat horns yearn to blow 
like a tenor saxophone filling the 
Morning dew with shades of green, red, and blue. 

While potus learns that WHO is not The Who,
Folks in the streets raise 
Their consciousness and march to fill the void
 That was left by the murder of George Floyd. 

Awake, we accept the road is not new. 
We lost many that 
Will not know the joy of recovery, 
Savor the present, that is the journey.
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AUTHOR BIO

 I am an unpublished poet in North Carolina. I have been writing
poetry for most of my life, and I am a lover of Van Gogh. 
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I wake up head-spun. 
Rise from the cold-hot sweat 
of the night. 
The fever is broken. 
My body tugs on itself, 
Limb-stretch, 
tendons pull 
on aching bone. 
In my belly, an appetite. 
I hear birds sing 
a joy of recovery. 
They sing and return 
to their nests. 
I stand up, dizzy. 
In my eyes, 
The star-speckled hope of tomorrow.
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AUTHOR BIO

Demitri (Chicago) and Linh (Toronto) are an artistic couple that met
online during the global pandemic in 2021, when the world was mostly
shut down. Without any possibility of crossing the border into each
other’s countries to meet, they connected instead through their shared
love for art, writing and reading. Linh is scheduled to meet Demitri for
the first time in person, in Chicago on July 16th. 
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I saw you the other day, 
In a terrible dream that could have ended in any which
way. Seven billion souls shuddering in the cold wind, 
Of a closed cage. 

Together we tread, 
Past multitudes of bygone tribulations, 
Carrying us to wondrous new destinations, 
To fields of lavender and sunlit grasses where my heart
has led. 

Towards outstretched arms and ruminating eyes, 
A mirror of my own reflection that so lovingly denies. 
The distance and halting sands of time, 
As troubled feelings rise. 

“Nothing but another vivid dream, my love.” 
Nothing but another painting, 
From our imagination. 

Strong and unwavering, the sunrise draws nearer, 
Oh - it feels like a brand new discovery! 
And so I paint seven billion souls, 
Relishing in the joy of recovery.
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